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1. In a recent publication [1], Freudenthal showed how the use of a 
symmetric basis for the E 8 root system simplified calculations very much. It is 
the aim of this note to introduce a new symmetric basis for the root system of 
E6, and indicate how it clarifies a lot of well known properties of the Tits 
geometry of type E6, Geo (E6) [2]. 
2. Let V be a nine-dimensional vector space over [R spanned by the vectors 
(1) e a, (a=1,2 ,3 ;  i=1,2,3) ,  
with degenerate inner product 
f a b 2 (2) (e i[e) ) = x6ab if i = j  
= -½&ab if i~ej, 
where (~ab is the usual Kronecker symbol. Let M be the three-dimensional 
isotropic subspace of V spanned the following three isotropic vectors: 
3 3 3 
(3) M=span { E e 1, 2 el, r, e3}. 
i=1 i=1 i=1 
(T) Aangesteld navorser N.F.w.o. (Belgium). 
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Then H*  = V mod M= V/M is a six-dimensional vector space with a positive 
definite inner product well defined by (2) since 
(4) (o+mlo'+m')=(olo'), Vo, o'~V, Vm, m'~M. 
The roots of E 6 have a very simple form in V/M, provided we use here also the 
redundant basis (1). They are given by 
f ea-e7 (i--/:j) 6+6+6=18 
(5) 
2×(3x3×3)=54 
the counting verifies that there are indeed 72 roots. Note that in (5) (and in what 
follows) the indices i, j, k, .... a, b .... always assume the values 1, 2 and 3. 
Let us label the simple roots of the Dynkin diagram of E 6 as follows: 
~1 0"2 0'3 0"4 0"5 
(6) o o o o. o 
I 
o if6 
Then a simple root system for the set of roots (5) is, for example, given by 
1 1 e~ +e2+e~, a3 =e l_e2  ' t21 = e2  _ e3 ,  o~ 2 = 2 2 
(7 )  I 2 3 3 3 2 2 
0~4 =el  +e2+ e3, ¢~5 =e2-e3 ,  ~6=e3-e l  . 
The positive roots of E 6 are the roots (5) which can be written as linear combi- 
nations of (7) with positive coefficients. Using the expressions (7) and the inner 
product, one can explicitly verify that the basis (7) gives rise to the Cartan 
matrix for E6, and hence to the Dynkin diagram (6). The fundamental weights 
~r i are defined by 
(8) (ailr~j)=dij ( i , j= 1,2,3,4, 5, 6). 
We find explicitly: 
f r r l=-e~+e~,  rc2=el+2e ~, rc3=2el-e2+2e~, 
(9) 3 el+e2+e~. zc 4 = 2el + e~, /r5 = el - e3, :rt6 = 
The simple roots a i determine a reflection r /by  means of [2] 
(2 t f f i )  (10) r i (2 )=2-2~ ai (V2~H*) .  
The group generated by the r/is the Weyl group of E 6, and is of order 51840 
[2]. If 2 has coordinates 27 in the (redundant) basis e 7 (in other words, 2 ~ H*  
is represented by a vector 2 = (2~)~ V) then the action of the r i are described 
in the following way: r 1 interchanges A~ and 2~, r 3 interchanges 22 and 22, r 5 
interchanges 223 and 2], r 6 interchanges 22 and 22, and finally with 
(11) 121 = E 27, 
a i 
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the actions of r 2 and r 4 are 
r4:21-+-222-2 + 
222_+ 3 1 - -43--41+ 
given by: 
121/3, 
i21/3, 
j21/3, and the other 2~ are unchanged; 
j21/3, 
141/3, 
2]--+-2 1-422+ 141/3, and the other h a are unchanged. 
Let H i be the Weyl orbit of zri: the Hi are precisely the geometrical sets that 
appear in the Tits geometry [2] of E 6. The expressions (9) and the explicit 
description of the generators of the Weyl group enable us to determine the 
orbits /7i in the symmetric basis for H*  (and we also count the number of 
elements for every orbit): 
/71 : ea -e ]  +1 (a= 1,2, 3; 36 773) (i~ej) 
/76 : ea -  ej, ( i~ j )  
_+ (e) + e 2 + e~); 
Hz : 2eT + e] +1, 
e a 2e a+1 
- -  i - -  j , 
(e~- a, a+l  +e~+2 e) j - ee (i :/:j); 
/73: + (e~'-2e] +1-2e  a+2, - -  k J r  
(el - e)) + (e 2 - 2 3 3 e l )+(em-e~).  ( i . j ,  k . l ,  m--t:n) 
+_ { (2e a - ej a ) + e~ + 1 + e7  2 }, (i ~ j )  
-+ 3e7; 
&= {-27ten2}; 
&={-ajaenl}. 
9+9+9=27 
3x6=18 
2x(3x3x3)=54;  72 
3x9=27 
3 x9=27 
3x(6z3x3)= 162; 216 
2x3x(323x3)=162 
626x6=216 
2x3  x (6x3  x3)=324 
2 x 9 = 18; 720 
(216) 
(27) 
We shall now show how the well-known Tits geometry (of characteristic 1) of 
E6 and its connection with Geo B2(3,5) are very naturally expressed in the 
symmetric basis of this note. 
3. A geometry of type B 2 [3] (or generalised quadrangle) is a triple 
(~, ~, I), where ~ is the set of points, ~ is the set of lines, and I is the incidence 
relation, with the conditions 
(i) there are no p, q e ~ (p 4: q) and l, m ~ ~ (l:/: m) such that I(p, l) A I(p, m)/', 
A I(q, l )AI(q,m) (i.e. there are no two different lines through two different 
points); 
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(ii) for every p e ~ and I e ~ with 7 I(p, 1), there exists a unique pair q ~ ~ and 
m e ~ with I(p, m) AI(q, l) A (q, m); (i.e. there are no triangles). 
Such a finite geometry with k points on every line and I lines through every 
point is called a geometry of type Geo B2(k, l). It is easy to see that the total 
number of points is then k(k l -k - l+2)  and the total number of lines is 
l (kl-  k -  l+2). Geometries of this type were studied by Freudenthal [3] and 
many other authors. A particular interesting example is that of B2(3, 5), with 
27 points and 45 lines. Segre [3, 4] gave a simple model for this geometry: the 
27 points are the objects 
(12) Aij, Bij, Cij ( i , j=1,2,3),  
and the 45 lines are given by 
(13) 
A1, 6 A2,i 2 A3,6 
B1, 6 B2,iz B3, 6, 
G,i, c2,~2 c3,~3, 
Aij Bjk Ckl 
(il,/2, i3 different), 
In other words, three points of the set (12) are on the same line if their product 
appears as a term in the cubic form [3] 
(14) det (A) + det (B) + det (C) - 3 tr (ABC). 
This geometry was the main object of the study [3]. It is shown there that, e.g., 
the number of pairs of points not on the same line is equal to 216, the number 
of triples of points for which no pair is on the same line is equal to 720, etc. 
The geometry B2(3, 5) also has a model in terms of 19th century geometry: 
the 27 points of B2(3, 5) can be interpreted as the 27 straight lines on a cubic 
surface [5, 6] in three-dimensional (complex) space. One can show that there 
are 45 triangles on such a surface, hence the 45 lines of B2(3, 5) correspond to 
the 45 planes each containing three different lines on the cubic surface. The 
relation between B2(3, 5) and E6 is discussed in reference [3]. One corre- 
spondence is that the group of automorphisms of a geometry of type Geo 
B2(3,5 ) is isomorphic to the Weyl group of E6. Moreover, the geometry 
B2(3,5) contains 72 different sub-geometries of type Geo B2(3,3), each of 
which determine a reflection; these reflections correspond precisely to the 
reflections determined by the 72 roots of E6. 
The Tits geometry of E6, Geo /?6 (of characteristic 1) consists of the six 
families Hi, and the incidence relation I*  (in order not to confuse with I) is 
defined by 
(15) I*(2,~)¢*(21c0(~1t~)_0 for every root c~ of E6. 
The elements of H~ can be called the points, those of H2 the lines, those of 
Ha the planes, etc. Consider now the 27 elements of H 1 . On the one hand they 
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can be interpreted as the points of the B2(3, 5) geometry; their relation with the 
Segre model of B2(3, 5) is given by 
(16) e) -e)Z~Aij, e2_e)~Bi j  , e3i_e)oCij. 
It is then clear that in the B2(3, 5) interpretation of H 1, three points are on the 
same line if and only if the sum of the three vectors is equal to zero. In other 
words, x, y~.I I  1 are on the same line if and only if x+ye17 s. Note that every 
element of / /5  can be written as the sum of two elements of/ /1 in five different 
ways. Hence among the (2 : )  = 351 pairs of points there are 351 - 5 × 27 = 216 
pairs such that their sum does not belong to / /5 .  
But the E6 geometry is dual to the B2(3,5) geometry in the sense that two 
points o f / /1  in Geo E6 are on the same line if and only if they are not on the 
same line in the B2(3, 5) geometry [31. Hence, two points x, y e H1 are on the 
same line in Geo E6 if and only i f x+yCH5.  There are 216 such pairs, and one 
can verify that they satisfy x+yeH2,  hence they determine a line. Thus 
x,..vEH 1 are on the same line in Geo E 6 if x+yeH2,  then x+y is the line 
containing x and y. Therefore, a point x (sH1)  lies on a line Y(eH2) if and 
only if y -  x s H1 (all in the E6 geometry). 
Similar simple arguments can be illustrated for the set of planes//3. Three 
distinct points x,y, z (eH~) that are two by two collinear (i.e. x+y,x+z ,y+ 
+zeH2)  determine a plane x+y+zeH3;  a line x (e l l2 )  lies on a plane y 
(e l l3 )  if and only if y-x~H1,  etc. 
This illustrates that the concepts in the E 6 geometry are very easy to inter- 
pret and verify in the symmetric basis introduced in this note. 
. 
basis, with their dimensions: 
Po = {0} 
PI :  +(2ea-ey  +1 ~a+2, 
_ _  - -  e k ),  
(e k -e  I ) ( ic j ,  k¢ l ) ;  (e a -  e]) + b b 
P2 : (e~ - e]) + eg + 1 + 2e~+2 (iCj), 
(e ] -  e l ) -  2e]c+ 1- e~ '+2 (iCj), 
(2e~ - e~) - e~ + 1 (iCj), 
ea-  (2e~+ 1 - e~'+ 1) (k¢  I); 
Appendix. We describe three more Weyl orbits for E6, in the symmetric 
(1) 
2x3x(3x3x3)=162 
3 x (6 x 6) = 108; (270) 
3x(6x3x3)= 162 
3x(6×3x3)= 162 
3x(6x3)=54 
3 x (6 x 3) = 54. (432) 
We shall now explicitly describe the weights (with multiplicities) of some low- 
dimensional irreducible representations of E 6. With this purpose we use the 
convention mP (m ~ N) to denote that the weights of the orbit P appear with 
multiplicity m, and p(k) (ke N) denotes the set of weight k2 where ,~ e P (a 
rescaling). The representations themselves are labelled by their Dynkin labels 
a i (ai= ()tj~i) for 2 the highest weight of the representations). 
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Dynkin labels Weights and orbit structure (dimension): 
[000  0 00]  Po (1) 
[1 0 0 0 0 O] //1 (27) 
[0 0 0 0 0 1] //6, 6Po (78) 
[2 0 0 0 0 0] H2 ,4Hs , / / (2 )  (351) 
[01  0 0 0 0] H 2 ,4H 5,H 1 (351) 
[1 0 0 0 1 0] P1, 5H6,20Po (650) 
[I 0 0 0 0 1] P2, 4 / /4 ,  16/71 (1728) 
[0 0 0 0 0 2] H 3, H6 ~2), l lH  6, 3P1, 36Po (2430) 
[0 0 1 0 0 0] //3, 4P~, 15//6, 45Po (2925) 
The representation [a5a4a3a2ala6] is conjugate to [ala2a3a4asa6] and has 
weights { ,  )~[2 is weight of  [alaza3a4asa6]}. Note that the orbit structure (but 
not the actual weights) can also be found in the tables [7]. 
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